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Nuclear Astrophysics

Where do things come from?

How do processes on small (nuclear) scales affect large-scale systems 
in the Universe (astro)



Nuclear Astrophysics

- Atoms as a basic building block of matter: kind of



Nuclear Astrophysics

- Atoms as a basic building block of matter: kind of
- Consist of protons, neutrons, and electrons

(positive charge) (neutral charge) (negative charge)

+ +



- Organize atoms by 
proton number (Z)

- Useful for chemical 
properties

- “Protons give an 
atom its identity, 
electrons its 
personality”
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- “Protons give a nucleus its identity, neutrons its personality”

Z

N

- Chart of the nuclides organizes by proton 
number (Z) and neutron number (N)

- Contains everything we have ever 
measured

Element Z

Isotopes of element Z



NUCLEOSYNTHESIS
The process of making new nuclei from existing nuclei and nucleons 

(protons, neutrons)



The first few minutes
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Hundreds of millions of years later...



Stellar Nucleosynthesis: Proton-Proton Chain

MassSun = 1 M☉ ~ 2 x 1030kg



Eventually, the 
Sun will run out 

of fuel

Gravity

Radiation
pressure







Massive Stars: Core-Collapse

Gravity

Radiation
pressure





Explosive Nucleosynthesis!





Z

N

Neutron 
Capture

Trajectory depends on how 
quickly nuclei can capture!

𝑛𝑛 → 𝑝𝑝 + 𝑒𝑒− + �ν𝑒𝑒



An even longer time later….



Neutron Star 
Mergers



Neutron Star Mergers



Big Picture



Big Picture



Thank 
you!

kalund@ncsu.edu



Stellar Nucleosynthesis: CNO Cycle

Occurs in larger stars (>1.3 M☉), 
where higher temperatures are 
possible



Stellar Nucleosynthesis: Triple-α Process

Needs very high temperatures!
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